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Abstract. A three-dimensional model of diffusion limited coral growth
is introduced. As opposed to previous models, in this model we take a
“polyp oriented” approach. Here, coral morphogenesis is the result of the
collective behaviour of the individual coral polyps. In the polyp oriented
model, branching occurs spontaneously, as opposed to previous models
in which an explicit rule was responsible for branching. We discuss the
mechanism of branching in our model. Also, the effects of polyp spacing
on the coral morphology are studied.

1 Introduction

Stony corals are colonial reef-building organisms, building an external calcium
skeleton. The individual coral polyps reside in skeletal structures called corallites,
and form a layer of living tissue surrounding the skeleton. Skeletal growth occurs
as the polyps deposit new skeleton on top of the old skeleton (reviewed in [1]). In
this process, the corallites move outwards, leaving behind a trail of coral skeleton.
As the coral surface expands due to skeletal growth, the corallites move away
from each other and divide, filling up the resulting space, a process called tissue
growth (reviewed in [2]).

This seemingly simple growth process generates a wide range of colony mor-
phologies; examples are spherical, thinly branched and plate-like forms. These
morphologies are species specific, but also show high variability within one
species. This intraspecific variability is caused by environmental parameters,
such as light availability and the amount of water flow. In previous model stud-
ies, the effect of these environmental parameters on coral morphology has been
assessed (light availability, [3, 4] and flow conditions, [5, 6]). In the present study,
we concentrate on morphologic differences between species; we keep the environ-
mental parameters constant, and vary the properties of the individual polyps
instead.

Our current work is based on the three-dimensional radiate accretive growth
model [6, 7]. In this model, coral growth is simulated by the accretion of discrete
layers that are represented by a triangular mesh. The “coral” grows in a simu-
lated fluid [6], in which nutrients are dispersed by advection and diffusion. The
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local thickness of the accreted layer depends on the flux of nutrients to the coral
surface, which is a nutrient sink.

In this paper, we use a “polyp-based model”, in which we model coral growth
starting from the individual polyps. Coral growth is seen as the collective result
of a process taking place in individual polyps. Each polyp takes up resources,
deposits skeleton, buds off new polyps and dies. With this “polyp-based” ap-
proach, we have been able to make a number of simplifications relative to the
model of Kaandorp et al. [6]. The most important of these is the omission of
the socalled curvature rule. In the previous models this rule was necessary to
generate branching growth forms. Here, we show that branching occurs without
the curvature rule if we model the resource fluxes for each corallite invidually. In
this way, a curvature effect comes out naturally. Relative to a plain surface, at a
convex surface the corallites are fanned out and less of the resources near them
are taken up by their competitors. At a concave surface polyps point towards
each other and interfere strongly.

We concentrate exclusively on skeletal growth. In this paper we assume that
the main rate limiting factor for skeletal growth is the availability of diffusing
resources such as organic food or calcium ions. The rate of tissue growth is
entirely dictated by the rate of skeletal growth, as it generates space in which
new corallites are inserted.

In the remainder of this paper, we first present the “polyp oriented” model,
and discuss some of the differences with the previous models. Then, we discuss
the branching mechanism as it occurs in our model. After that, a parameter
study is presented. We show a correlation between the spacing of the model
polyps and the branch size in the final morphology.

2 The Model

We model the growth of the coral skeleton, which takes place at the living surface
of the coral colony, using a triangular mesh. Diffusion of resources and other
chemicals is modelled using the moment propagation method [8–10].

In short, a simulation step proceeds as follows. We start with the dispersion
of resources. Since we use a grid based method, we first map the triangular mesh
onto a three-dimensional grid using a voxelization method [11]. This grid-based
representation of the mesh is then filled to generate a solid obstacle. Resources
are dispersed from the top plane of the simulation box, and absorbed by the
“polyps”1. As soon as the influx of “resource” at the top plane balances the
absorption of resources by the “polyps” (that is, if the resource field is stable),
the resource flux φi at each “polyp” pi is measured. Now, we move back to
the triangular mesh representation for an accretive growth step. On top of the
previous layer, a new layer of skeleton is built, whose local thickness li depends
on the growth function g(φi). In the next sections these steps will be described
in more detail.

1 Throughout this text, the name of an entity e will be put in quotes if it is used to
denote “model of e”.
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Fig. 1. Interpolation of the coral surface for “polyp” insertion. A third order polynomial
f is constructed, running tangential to the coral surface at pi and pj. The new “polyp”
pk is constructed at pk = ( 1

2 , f(
1
2 ), 0), relative to an orthonomal basis B where pi =

(0, 0, 0), pj = (1, 0, 0) and z = 0 at plane E

2.1 Accretive Growth

As in the previous models of radiate accretive growth, the coral surface is de-
scribed by a triangular mesh. In the present model, we model the individual
coral polyps as the vertices pi of the triangular mesh. In contrast to the previous
models, the triangles do not have a biological meaning. Each “polyp” pi consists
of a coordinate xi, yi, zi in three-dimensional space and of one or more scalars
ni. In the present model, we use a single scalar ni which contains the resource
influx φi.

In each growth step, a longitudinal element li is placed on top of each “polyp”
pi along the mean normal vector of the surrounding triangles. The length of li
is determined by the growth function g. In the present work, this is a linear
function of the resource flux φi. The “polyp” pi is then moved to the end of
the longitudinal element li, as if it pushes itself upwards by excreting calcium
skeleton. In this process, the values of the scalars ni are retained.

After an accretive growth step, the length of the link Λij between polyp pi
and pj may have changed, depending on the curvature of the coral surface. A
“polyp” is inserted or removed accordingly. If the distance |Λij| between two
“polyps” pi and pj drops below the fusion threshold θFUSE, the two polyps fuse.
A new, fused “polyp” pk is placed at the middle of the interpolypal link, and
the value of the scalars nk are set equal to the mean nk = (ni + nj)/2. Then,
the “polyps” pi and pj are removed.

If the distance between two “polyps” pi and pj rises above the insertion
threshold θINS, a new polyp is inserted. The position of this polyp is determined
using a third order interpolation of the coral surface (see fig. 1). As for “polyp”
fusion, the values of the scalars is set to mean of the parent “polyps”, nk = (ni+
nj)/2. Note that in case of “polyp” insertion, the parent “polyps” are retained in
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Fig. 2. Triangle insertion (left) and fusion (right) rules. Gray links are divided. Gray
nodes are fused

the simulation. The insertion and fusion threshold are set relative to the initial
mean distance between “polyps”, as θFUSE = 3

4 〈|Λij |〉 and θINS = 3
2 〈|Λij |〉,

where 〈|Λij |〉 is the mean initial length of the interpolypal links.
As “polyps” are inserted and deleted from the simulation, new interpolypal

connections are created and old ones are removed. In this way triangles are
inserted and deleted from the mesh, according to the the triangle insertion and
deletion rules. These rules are summarized in figure 2.

2.2 Resource Diffusion

After the completion of an accretive growth step, the diffusion and the absorption
of the limiting resource is simulated. We solve the diffusion equations on a cubic
lattice. For this, the triangular mesh describing the surface of the coral colony is
mapped onto the cubic lattice, for which we use the triangle voxelization method
by Huang et al [11]. The resulting hollow “shell” is filled using a fast, heuristic
three-dimensional seed fill algorithm.

The diffusion equation is solved using the moment propagation method [8–
10]. This method is used in conjunction with the lattice Boltzmann method (re-
viewed in [12]), and has been shown to solve the advection-diffusion equation [9].
At each lattice node, a scalar quantity P (x, t) is redistributed over the neigh-
bouring nodes, according to the probability fi that a fluid particle moves with
velocity ci after collision,

P (x, t+ 1) =
∑

i

fi(x− ci)P (x− ci, t)

ρ(x− ci)
. (1)

For a stationary fluid the velocity probabilities fi are identical for each lattice
site, and depend only on the length of the lattice link. In the 19-velocity lattice
we use, there are three types of links: one velocity 0 link, six links of velocity
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1 to the face-connected neighbours and twelve links of velocity
√
2 to the edge-

connected diagonal neighbours. For these links, fi =
1
3 , fi =

1
18 and fi =

1
36 ,

respectively.

2.3 Coupling the Accretive Growth and Diffusion Models

Simulation Set Up All our simulations are carried out on a grid of 2003 lattice
units (l.u.). At the top plane the concentration of resources is fixed at 1.0, the
ground plane is a resource sink. The other boundaries conditions are periodic.
The initial condition is a hemisphere containing 81 “polyps” positioned at on the
ground plane, where the center of the sphere is located at (x, y, z) = (100, 100, 0).
The radius of the initial hemisphere (and thus the spacing of the “polyps”) varies
over the presented simulations between 6.25 l.u. and 12.5 l.u.

Resource Absorption At each time step of the diffusion algorithm, the “polyps”
absorb resource, thus acting as resource sinks. The position of each “polyp” in
the simulation is mapped onto the cubic lattice. Since the “polyps” are part
of the coral surface, the mapped positions have been marked as “solid” in the
voxelisation algorithm. Therefore, the absorption takes place at a small distance
lreach from the “polyp” position, normal to the coral surface. Throughout the
simulations presented in this paper lreach = 3l.u., thus ensuring that resources
are absorbed at least from the first node marked as “fluid”.

The diffusion algoritm is iterated until the influx of resources from the source
plane balances the total outflux of resource into the “coral polyps” and the
ground plane. We measure the resource influx φi for each “polyp” pi individually.

As the “coral” grows towards the top plane, the resoure fluxes φi increase. In
order to fix the growth rate, the resource absorption is normalised against the
maximum resource flux, φi → φi/φmax. The rationale behind this is that we fix
the thickness of the boundary layer between the growing coral colony and the
rest of the sea water, in which the nutrient concentration is assumed constant
and constantly mixed.

3 Results

3.1 Coral Branching

In figure 3 2 a possible outcome after 84 iterations of the diffusion limited accre-
tive growth process is shown. The “coral” is grown upon an initial hemisphere
of radius 6.25 l.u., giving a mean “interpolyp” distance of 1.9 l.u. Note that the
growth form is strongly branched, although no special assumptions were made
to get branching growth.

In previous models of accretive coral growth [6, 13], an explicit curvature rule
was necessary to enforce branching and branch splitting. This rule, simulating
2 VRML files and MPEG movies of the objects shown in the figures have been made
available at http://www.science.uva.nl/~roel/ICCS2002
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Fig. 3. Simulated branching coral after 84 growth steps. The size of the cubic grid is
2003. The coral contains 18006 “polyps”, which are shown as black dots. The mean
“interpolypal” distance is 1.9 l.u. Left panel: outside view, color scale: normalized
resource flux. Right panel: cross section, in which the successive growth layers are
visible

the amount of contact with the environment, increases the growth rate at places
of high curvature. If the curvature drops below some positive threshold value,
growth is completely suppressed. This procedure leads to a branching instability.

Here we show that branching occurs spontaneously if the resource fluxes
are resolved for the “polyps” individually. In our model, there is no explicit
curvature rule. Yet, branching is explained by a similar process. Absorption
takes place at a distance lreach from the skeleton. This corresponds to real coral
polyps, in which the mouth and tentacles are located at a small distance from
the coral surface. At a convex location, the “polyps” fan out, thus getting better
access to the resources than the “polyps” located at a flat or concave part of
the “coral”. At concave sites the resources are quickly depleted, because many
“polyps” absorb resources from the same location and the resource replenishment
is poor. Since the local deposition rate depends linearly on the resource flux, the
local skeletal growth rate correlates positively with the local curvature which
promotes branching. The precise correspondence between the curvature of the
“coral” surface, the flux of resources into the “polyps” and the skeletal growth
rate is the subject of ongoing research.

3.2 Branch Size Depends on “Polyp” Spacing

In section 3.1 we have shown that a curvature effect, caused by the “polyps”
fanning out at convex sites, is responsible for the branching growth forms we
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Fig. 4. Range of coral morphologies with increasing mean “intercorallite” distance. 85
growth steps. Initial sphere has 181 “polyps”. Far left: “intercorallite” distance is 1.8
l.u. Far right: mean “intercorallite” distance is 3.7 l.u.

observe in our simulations. The more the absorbing ends of the “polyps” fan out,
the higher the per polyp resource influx. One would therefore expect, that the
mean “corallite” spacing modulates the curvature effect, which in turn affects the
growth form. We have tested this hypothesis by starting with initial hemispheres
of increasing radius, each of them having 181 “polyps”. The initial spacing of the
“polyps” dictates the mean “intercorallite” distance in the growth form, because
the insertion and fusion threshold θINS and θFUSE are set relative to the intitial
mean “intercorallite” distance.

In figure 4 a range of growth forms obtained after accretive growth steps is
shown. At the far left, the mean “intercorallite” distance is 1.9 l.u., increasing to
3.7 l.u. at the far right. With increasingly wide “corallite” spacing, the branches
become thicker and less numerous. Also, the branching split less quickly; the
branch grows for a longer time before splitting up. The far right “coral” still
branches like the “coral” at the left, though, which can be seen from figure 5.
In this experiment, we have continued the growth of the “coral” with a mean
“intercorallite” distance of 3.7 l.u. until we obtained 150 growth layers.

4 Conclusion and Discussion

Branching: the Polyp Competition Hypothesis In the polyp oriented
model, branching occurs as an emergent property. This finding contrasts pre-
vious models of branching coral growth, where an explicit curvature rule was
introduced to enforce branching [6, 7, 13].

Our model suggests a biological explanation for branching growth in stony
corals. At convex sites, the polyps fan out, thus getting better access to the
diffusing resources. At concave sites, the polyps point towards each other, thus
interfering in the uptake of resources. In this way, a curvature effect comes out as
a natural consequence of the competition between the polyps to take up resources
from the water.

As the mean intercorallite distance increases (fig. 4), the coral branches less
strongly. This observation fits well within the “polyp competition hypothesis”
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Fig. 5. Coral with initial “intercorallite” distance of 3.7 l.u. (fig. 4, far right) with 150
growth steps

that we proposed above. The competition for resources becomes less strong for
larger mean “intercorallite” distances.

Polyp Oriented Modelling We have developed a polyp oriented approach
to modelling coral growth. In this polyp oriented approach, branching occurs
as a natural consequence of the competition for resources between the “polyps”
at a curved surface. The polyp based approach will be useful in understanding
how genetic information drives the morphogenesis of coral colonies. Genetics
affects coral morphology indirectly, by setting the properties of the individual
coral polyps. We can only come to an understanding of the genetic guidance of
coral morphogenesis, through a thorough understanding of how the properties
of individual polyps shape the coral colony. In the study of corallite spacing we
have made a first step in this direction.
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